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Abstract
A central question in neuroscience is how to develop realistic models that predict output
firing behavior based on provided external stimulus. Given a set of external inputs and a set
of output spike trains, the objective is to discover a network structure which can accomplish
the transformation as accurately as possible. Due to the difficulty of this problem in its most
general form, approximations have been made in previous work. Past approximations have sacri-
ficed network size, recurrence, allowed spiked count, or have imposed layered network structure.
Here we present a learning rule without these sacrifices, which produces a weight matrix of a
leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF) network to match the output activity of both deterministic LIF
networks as well as probabilistic integrate-and-fire (PIF) networks. Inspired by synaptic scal-
ing, our pre-synaptic pool modification (PSPM) algorithm outputs deterministic, fully recurrent
spiking neural networks that can provide a novel generative model for given spike trains. Sim-
ilarity in output spike trains is evaluated with a variety of metrics including a van-Rossum like
measure and a numerical comparison of inter-spike interval distributions. Application of our
algorithm to randomly generated networks improves similarity to the reference spike trains on
both of these stated measures. In addition, we generated LIF networks that operate near crit-
icality when trained on critical PIF outputs. Our results establish that learning rules based
on synaptic homeostasis can be used to represent input-output relationships in fully recurrent
spiking neural networks.
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Introduction:
Optimizing the synaptic weights of artificial spiking neural networks (SNNs) to reproduce a desired
input/output function is a particularly complex supervised learning problem. SNN neuron models,
like the LIF neuron, usually have membrane potentials which obey a differential equation while
the potential is less than a threshold, but reset upon surpassing the threshold value. Each reset is
recognized as a spike and is stored as a 1 in the binary output spike train for the corresponding neuron
and time step. Synapses between neurons allow the firing of neuron j to influence the membrane
potential of neuron i, either in an excitatory or an inhibitory manner. To optimize the SNN, one
minimizes a numerical distance between the output spike train of the network and the reference spike
trains by changing the synapses of the network. Given this problem’s large solution space and the
non-analyticity of it’s loss function, gradient-based procedures are inapplicable and approximations
are required. A given spike may be caused by the strength of the synapses from other spiking neurons
or due to external stimulating current. This potential over-determination of spike events complicates
any attempt to reproduce a desired input/output relation. In addition, the space of possible fully
recurrent neural networks with weight matrix values ranging over a discrete set (with, say d elements)
expands exponentially (like dN2) with the number of neurons N in the network, rendering the solution
to these input/output transformations in a network with many neurons a significant challenge.
While past work (Bohte et al., 2002) has successfully developed an analogue for spiking neural
networks of the traditional backpropagation algorithm, it requires a layered, feed-forward structure.
Layered network models are inspired by the large-scale structure of the cortex, but fail to account
for the highly recurrent nature of individual layers in a biological neural network. Though this lay-
ered structure is useful for engineering applications, it lacks the feedback central to biological neural
networks. A number of efforts have been made to develop algorithms for optimizing recurrent SNNs
(Gutig and Sompolinsky, 2006), (Pavlidis et al., 2005), (Russell et al., 2010), (Jin et al., 2007), (Booij
and tat Nguyen, 2005), (Schrauwen and Campenhout, 2004), (Schrauwen and Campenhout, 2006),
but these efforts have been limited in the scope of the problems they attempt to solve. In particu-
lar, previous algorithms have imposed a limit of one spike per neuron or were successful only with
networks with less than 50 neurons. Each limit relaxes the problem of exact spike time matching
on an arbitrary set of desired spike trains. One other study (Gardner and Grüning, 2016) developed
a more general-purpose learning rule, but it was primarily intended for machine learning purposes,
whereas here we aim primarily to produce model spiking neural networks that capture the input-
output relationship observed in data from other networks. Motivated by the stochastic nature of
biological neural computations, our relaxation, to which we refer as Pre-Synaptic Pool Modification,
removes the requirement of exactly matching spike timings. Instead we seek to generate artificial
SNNs whose spiking behavior matches the statistical features of some desired set of spike trains, in
particular a van-Rossum like distance (van Rossum, 2001), agreement between inter-spike-interval
distributions, and critical behavior (Plenz and Niebur, 2014). This relaxation holds particular and
immediate usefulness in computational neuroscience by allowing the creation of generative models
for neural data. Pre-Synaptic Pool Modification (PSPM) may also be extended to applications with
artificial neural networks.
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Our PSPM algorithm is based on the concept of synaptic scaling (Turrigiano, 2017)-(Keck et al.,
2017). In synaptic scaling, neurons respond to excess or inadequate network-level activity by modify-
ing the strength of their synapses. In response to strong and weak external inputs, this modification
prevents, respectively, oversaturation and extinction of spiking activity. Synaptic scaling is crucial
in recurrent networks, which are otherwise at risk of runaway activity resulting from feedback loops
within the network. In addition to this network-wide synaptic scaling, our algorithm also changes
individual synaptic weights in the network, modulating the activity neuron by neuron to eliminate
unwanted spikes and induce desired spikes.
We implemented the proposed PSPM learning rules and used them to optimize the weight ma-
trices of fully recurrent LIF neural networks. Application our proposed technique improved the
similarity between the optimized and reference spike trains on a variety of measures including inte-
grated differences of convolved activity signals, similarity of inter-spike interval distributions and a
power-law distribution of neuronal avalanches.
Methods:
Leaky Integrate-and-Fire (LIF) Model
Our neural networks consisted of Leaky Integrate-and-Fire (LIF) neurons. For all neurons i in
the network, the membrane potential Vi(t) had a time dependence given by the following equations:
If Vi(t) < Vth, then:
τ dVi(t)
dt
= −Vi(t) +RmIi(t) +
∑
j
Wij sj(t)
Else if Vi(t) ≥ Vth, then :
Vi(t)← 0; si(t)← 1
Where τ is membrane time constant, Vth is the voltage threshold, Rm is the membrane resistance,
and Ii(t) is the external input current into neuron i at time t. Further,Wij is the weight of the network
connection from neuron j to neuron i, and sj(t) is the binary value denoting whether or not neuron
j spiked at time t. Vth represents the threshold membrane potential above which a neuron will spike.
In our simulations, we imposed the condition that 20% of the neurons in our network are inhibitory
withWij < 0 for all inhibitory neurons j. Network connectivity was all-to-all but we allowedWij = 0,
corresponding to an absence of synaptic strength between neuron j and neuron i. For our model,
τ = 30 ms, Rm = 100 MΩ, and Vth = 30 mV , which are biologically plausible parameters for a real
neuron. The differential equation is evaluated discretely using Euler’s method with a step size of 3 ms.
Initialized Network Parameters
In our simulations, we used one LIF network, termed the reference network, to represent the goal
input/output map, from input stimulating currents to output spike trains. A distinct network called
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the naive network was also generated and then optimized with our learning rules to produce output
spike trains similar to those of the reference. All networks consisted of N = 400 LIF neurons with
20% of the neurons j randomly assigned as inhibitory (Wij < 0 for all inhibitory neurons j) and the
remaining 80% set as excitatory (Wij > 0 for all excitatory neurons j).
Initial weight matrices of the reference and naive networks had magnitudes that were drawn from
4 distinct distributions: (1) uniform: reference and naive network weight matrix magnitudes were
both drawn from a uniform distribution on [0 V, 5×10−3 V ], (2) gaussian: reference and naive weight
values were both drawn from a gaussian distribution with (µ = 4×10−4 V , σ = 4×10−4 V ), (3) sparse:
reference and naive weight matrix values first drawn from a uniform distribution on [0 V, 5× 10−3 V ]
with 50% of the synapses in the naive network subsequently set to 0 V , (4) naive-half-max : reference
weight magnitudes drawn from a uniform distribution on [0 V, 5× 10−3 V ] but naive network weight
magnitudes drawn from a uniform distribution on [0 V, 2.5×10−3 V ]. As described above, the 20% of
neurons j designated as inhibitory had weight matrix values set to negative (Wij < 0 for all inhibitory
neurons j). The excitatory neurons j had positive weight values (Wij > 0 for all excitatory neurons
j). The same neurons j that were inhibitory in the reference network were inhibitory in the naive
network. The variety of initial weight distributions was chosen to demonstrate the versatility of the
algorithm for uniform and gaussian networks. The sparse and naive-half-max initial configurations
demonstrate that the algorithm can improve the performance of a naive network with weights drawn
from an initially distinct distribution from that of the reference.
The external input current values at each time step were drawn from a Gaussian distribution with
mean µ = 2.5 × 10−10A and standard deviation σ = 1 × 10−10A. The values of the input currents
were tuned to be strong enough to produce a network-wide mean spike frequency 0 < f ≤ 1 Hz when
all weights were set to zero, but could produce mean spike rates greater than 10 Hz when the weights
were nonzero. This restriction guaranteed that the external input currents remained smaller than the
currents generated by synaptic connections within the network, and thus the network weights signif-
icantly affected the output spike trains. The distribution described above met these requirements.
Learning Paradigm
We conducted 30 trials for each of the 4 sets of network parameters described above (Initial Net-
work Parameters), creating a reference network and a naive network by drawing weights from the
specified distributions. The reference and naive networks are simulated with the same input currents
to generate reference outputs R and naive outputs N respectively. The naive network’s weights
are then changed according to the PSPM rules (PSPM Learning Rules). This modified network is
simulated again with the same inputs to produce new observed spike trains O, whose dissimilarity
with R determines a new set of PSPM prescribed weight changes. This process is repeated for 150
epochs resulting in a network we define as optimized (Figure 1) with output spike trains O defined
as the optimized spike trains.
To evaluate whether improvements in similarity between R and O (Spike Train Similarity Mea-
sures) are not solely due to network-wide homeostatic adjustments to the weights but rather are
due to the precise, neuron-by-neuron synaptic changes specified by our PSPM method, a control
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condition was established. At the beginning of the learning procedure, a copy of the naive network is
instantiated. During the course of optimization, changes were made to this copy’s weights according
to the following rule: for every synaptic weight change in the naive network, an identical change is
made in the control network but at a random synapse (Figure 1). After the 150 epochs, this network
is defined to be the control and its output spike trains defined as C. Because the control network
benefited from the same number and magnitudes of additive weight changes that the optimized net-
work did, any difference in performance between the optimized and control networks is due entirely
to the precisely specified weight alterations called for by our PSPM learning rules.
Pre-Synaptic Pool Modification (PSPM) Learning Rules
At a high level, our PSPM algorithm functions like the mechanisms of synaptic homeostasis
(Turrigiano, 2017)-(Keck et al., 2017). In response to differences between desired, reference spike
trains R and the spike trains observed in a simulation O, individual weight values are additively
modified (Figure 2).
To assess how well the spikes in the reference outputs match up with those of the observed outputs,
we optimally pair individual spikes in the ith observed spike train oi(t) with their counterparts in
the ith reference spike train ri(t) using a string-matching dynamic program. This dynamic program
begins by creating a cost matrix C ∈ Rn×m with elements that represent the cost of matching each
possible spike pair where n is the number of spikes in ri(t) and m is the number of spikes in oi(t).
Ckl, therefore, represents the cost of matching the kth spike of ri(t) to the lth spike of oi(t). Cost
is computed as the number of timesteps between two matched spikes, or simply approximated as
acap = 15 if a spike remains unmatched. The cost for unmatched spikes acap caps the number of
timesteps allowed between two spikes for them to be considered a match. Therefore, any spike in
ri(t) that is more than 15 timesteps or 45 ms away from a spike in oi(t) will not be paired with the
spike in oi(t). The dynamic program then finds the lowest cost path through the matrix from position
[n,m] to position [1, 1]. This corresponds to identifying the optimal set of spike pairs P where
P = {(k, l): spike k in ri(t) and spike l in oi(t) are paired to minimize total cost}.
Our algorithm then targets the spikes in either spike train that are not paired after application of
the dynamic program. For any spike that remains unmatched, there are two cases to be addressed:
the case of an extra spike in the observed spike train oi(t) at time textra, and the case of a missing
spike in oi(t) at time tmissing. In the case of an extra spike, the algorithm determines which inbound
synaptic connections Wij are likely to have most strongly contributed to that spike by identifying
which neurons j in the presynaptic pool spiked within z = 10 timesteps of textra. These strongly
contributing synaptic weights Wij between significant neurons j and the neuron with the extra spike
i are then stochastically diminished by a small amount by subtracting a small random number δ
from Wij. In the case of a missing spike, a similar procedure is followed, save that relevant weights
Wij are stochastically increased (Figure 2). The magnitudes of these modifications δ are drawn from
a uniform distribution on [0 V, 10−7 V ]. Note that weight matrix values are not allowed to change
sign, which would correspond to an excitatory synapse becoming inhibitory or vice-versa. Instead,
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if an excitatory weight is decreased below zero or an inhibitory weight is increased above zero, the
weight is simply set to zero.
In addition, homeostatic weight modifications are made to keep the entire network at a desired
level of activity. In the event of excess spiking throughout the observed spike trains O, all weights
(not just the excitatory weights) of the observed network are stochastically diminished by subtracting
a small random number from each of the weights. If the observed network produces an inadequate
number of spikes, all weights are stochastically increased by adding small random numbers to each
of the weights. Further, changes to weights are additive increases and decreases, rather than multi-
plicative increases or decreases in the magnitude of the weight, though we do not allow inhibitory
connections to become excitatory, nor vice versa. If the reference spike trains R contain x spikes and
the observed spike trains O contain y spikes, changes to each weight value Wij are determined by
drawing from a uniform distribution over [0 V, (x− y)× 10−11 V ].
Spike Train Similarity Measures
To assess agreement between spike trains after the algorithm was run, we used a modification of
the van Rossum distance metric (van Rossum, 2001). In the original van Rossum paper, spike trains
are convolved with an exponential window to smooth the signal. To generate a distance measure
between the spike trains, absolute or squared differences between convolved signals are then integrated
over the duration of the signals. In this project it was desirable to have tolerance on both sides of a
spike (before and after), so instead of using an exponential windowing function, we convolved binary
spike trains with a Gaussian window as described in Schreiber et. al (Shreiber et al., 2003). Our
Gaussian filter had a mean µ = 0 and a standard deviation of σ = 5
√
2 time-steps or roughly σ ≈ 21
ms. The kernel, or windowing function, K(t) = e−t2/2σ2 = e−t2/(100 timesteps2) is convolved with the
ith binary spike train si(t) ∈ {0, 1}T , which is defined for the time interval of the simulation [0, T ]
where T is the total number of time steps in a simulation. The result of this convolution is defined
as the activity signal for neuron i
a(si(t), t) = K(t) ∗ si(t) =
t∫
0
dτ e−(t−τ)
2/2σ2si(τ).
A total network activity signal can be found by summing individual activity signals a(si(t), t) over
each neuron index i with N the total number of neurons. If S = [s1(t), s2(t)..., si(t), ..., sN(t)] ∈
{0, 1}T×N is the matrix containing each of the output spike trains of a network, then the total
activity signal for spike trains S is
A(S, t) =
N∑
i=1
a(si(t), t)
From these two types of activity signals, two distance metrics are established. First a pairwise
distance metric DP (S,R) is constructed by comparing the individual activity signals of two sets of
spike trains (with the same number of neurons N) S,R ∈ {0, 1}T×N , neuron by neuron over the time
interval [0, T ]. If si(t) and ri(t) are the ith binary spike trains for distinct network outputs S and R,
then the pairwise distance measure would be
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DP (S,R) =
N∑
i=1
T∫
0
dt [a(si(t), t)− a(ri(t), t)]2.
We also define an aggregate distance measure between the two sets of spike trains S and R as
DA(S,R) =
T∫
0
dt [A(S, t)− A(R, t)]2.
where A(S, t) and A(R, t) are total activity signals of spike trains S and R respectively.
In addition to these spike train distance measures, we also assessed agreement between spike trains
by comparing inter-spike-interval (ISI) distributions, which contain information about the regularity
of spiking in a network. For a given spike train si(t), the inter-spike interval distribution is a series of
observations of the number of time steps between adjacent spikes. For instance, if at time t, si(t) = 1
and the time of the next spike is t+a so si(t+a) = 1 and si(t+b) = 0 for 0 < b < a, then the value a
is appended to the ISI distribution. For a network wide measure ISI distribution, observations from
each neuron are concatenated to produce a distribution with the entire set of observations.
To compare ISI distributions between two output spike trains, we conduct a two-sample Kolmogorov-
Smirnoff test. This non-parametric statistical test measures the probability that two sets of obser-
vations are drawn from the same distribution by evaluating the largest disparity in the respective
cumulative probability distributions. A small p-value warrants rejection of the null hypothesis which
is that the two observations are drawn from the same distribution. Thus a high p-value indicates a
high goodness of fit between two ISI distributions.
Probabalistic Integrate-and-Fire (PIF) Model
In our second set of simulations, reference binary spike trains R were generated from a probabal-
istic integrate and fire (PIF) model with N = 400 neurons (Karimipanah et al., 2017b)-(Larremore
et al., 2012). Like the synapses in the LIF, the strength of PIF synapses are represented by a weight
matrix W ∈ RN×N . To impose sparsity, we set the probability that a synapse is created between any
two neurons i and j to p = 10%. In our PIF network, all synapses were excitatory. The weight val-
ues were drawn from a uniform distribution on [0, 0.02] so that the mean (nonzero) weight value was
0.01. The maximum eigenvalue λ was calculated and each element of the weight matrixW was subse-
quently divided by λ so that the maximum eigenvalue ofW is 1 and the network operates at criticality
(Karimipanah et al., 2017b). Input values Ii(t) were drawn from a Poisson distribution with mean
and variance µ = σ2 = 1 which were then multiplied by 0.001 to produce a network wide average
spiking frequency greater than 0.003 spikes per time-step or 1 Hz if each time-step is 3 ms, consistent
with the overall spike rate of our LIF model. The binary state of neuron i at time t+ 1, si(t+ 1), is
given in terms of the state of all other neurons at time t: si(t+1) = Θ[
N∑
j=0
Wijsj(t)+Ii(t)−ξi(t)] where
ξi(t) are random numbers drawn from a uniform distribution on [0, 1] and Θ is the unit step function.
Whereas the LIF network parameters have dimensions corresponding to voltage and current, the PIF
model parameters are dimensionless. This PIF network was simulated for T = 50, 000 time-steps to
produce the reference spike trains R = [r1(t), ..., ri(t), ..., rN(t)] ∈ {0, 1}T×N . This simulation time
was chosen so that there were 5000 or more avalanches (Avalanche Analysis). The PIF outputs R
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were then broken up into 5 spike trains of 10,000 timesteps each of which served as a set of reference
spike trains for the PSPM learning procedure. These spike trains were split so as to reduce the algo-
rithm’s input size, improving the speed at which a solution could be obtained. Naive LIF networks
were initialized with weight magnitudes drawn from a uniform distribution on [0, 1 × 10−3] with all
synapses designated as excitatory.
Avalanche Analysis
To test whether PSPM successfully induced criticality in the optimized LIF networks, avalanche
statistics were calculated for each of the output spike trains R, N , O, and C. From a set of spike
trains si(t) for neurons i, a summed network spiking F (t) =
∑
i
si(t) was evaluated. Avalanches
were defined as events where the summed network spiking F (t) exceeded the 20th percentile of the
all summed activity values over the simulation interval [0, T ]. An avalanche persists from the time
step F (t) first passes above the 20th percentile threshold until F (t) sinks below this threshold. This
percentile threshold was chosen so that in a simulation of T = 50, 000 time steps, the number of
avalanches exceeded 5000 for the PIF network outputs R. For each avalanche, the size S and du-
ration D were recorded. Size is defined as the number of spikes within an avalanche while duration
is the number of time steps for which the avalanche persists. As described in (Karimipanah et al.,
2017a), a maximum likelihood method was employed to fit power law probability distributions for
the sizes and durations of avalanches. Namely that the size distribution follows P (S) ∼ S−τ while
the duration distribution follows P (D) ∼ D−α. At criticality, the average avalanche size < S > and
duration D of avalanches also obeys a power law < S >∼ D−β with critical exponent β. By using
the calculated critical exponents α and τ from the size and duration probability densities one can
calculate a predicted βp = (α − 1)/(τ − 1) which can then be compared to an empirically observed
critical exponent βo obtained by fitting average size < S > and duration D observations for the
avalanches in the output spike train.
Results:
PSPM Learning Improves Spike Train Distance Measures
In simulations with LIF reference and naive networks generated from the distributions described
in Initial Network Parameters, optimization improved agreement between the optimized network’s
output spike trains O and the outputs R of the reference network. Figure 3 (A)-(D) show sample
raster plots of reference R, naive N , optimized O, and control C spike trains for a representative trial
with uniform initial network parameters (Methods). The reference network outputs R and the naive
network outputs N are similar in the overall level of network activity, but close inspection reveals
significant differences in the timing of spikes for individual neurons in the network. Because both
networks were stimulated with the same input currents, the difference in the reference and reference
weight matrices account for the observed disparity in the output spike trains. The optimized spike
trains O in Figure 3 (C), however, demonstrate considerably better qualitative agreement with R
than N does, indicating improvement due to PSPM learning. The control network C, despite ben-
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efiting from similar homeostatic adjustments to its weight matrix as the optimized weight matrix
(Methods), shows disagreement with R due to the weight changes made at random synapses during
learning. This indicates that network performance is sensitive to the prescribed weight changes called
for by our PSPM learning rules.
To corroborate these qualitative assessments of spike train similarity for this trial, we generate net-
work activity signals with the Van-Rossum like method described in Spike Train Similarity Measures.
Figure 4 (A)-(D) shows the single neuron activity signals for an example neuron, in this case, the first
neuron in the network. Again, the optimized activity signal a(o1(t), t) shows better agreement with
the reference a(r1(t), t) than either the naive a(n1(t), t) or control a(c1(t), t) activity signals do. In
addition to single neuron signals, we show the total network activity signals for this trial in Figure 4
(E)-(H) to visually capture network-wide spike train behavior. As before, the optimized network ac-
tivity A(O, t) shows the greatest agreement with the total activity signal of the reference A(R, t). The
pairwise and aggregate distance measures (Methods) for this trial were DP (N ,R) = 3.2436×105 and
DA(N ,R) = 6.8155×107 for the naive network, DP (O,R) = 7.172×104 andDA(O,R) = 1.0015×107
for the optimized network, and DP (C,R) = 2.8335×105 and DA(C,R) = 5.3108×107 for the control
network, verifying the qualitative inspection of the spike trains. PSPM learning, therefore, improved
agreement with the reference network’s outputs for this trial.
Distance measure results for each of the initial network configurations described in Initial Network
Configurations are shown in Figure 5. For each initial configuration, 30 trials were conducted. Tables
1 and 2 show these pairwise and aggregate distance measures respectively. For each of the initial
network configurations, the distance measures of the optimized networks are lower than the distance
measures for the naive and control networks. The fact that PSPM improves performance of the
optimized network but not the control demonstrates the importance of neuron-by-neuron precision
in synaptic weight modifications during learning (Methods).
Improved agreement in ISI distributions and basic spike statistics dependent on Initial Network Con-
figuration
In addition to reducing distance measures between the optimized spike trains O and the reference
spike trains R, the PSPM procedure also improves goodness of fit between inter-spike interval (ISI)
distributions. For example, the ISI distributions for each of the four spike trains R, N , O, and C
for a sample trial are shown in Figure 6 (A)-(D). Qualitatively, the ISI distribution of the optimized
network (C) shows best agreement with that of the reference network (A). The ISI distributions of
the naive (B) and control (D) networks differ somewhat from that of the reference network.
To quantify similarity between ISI distributions, two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) tests were
conducted between the set of reference ISI observations and the observed ISI values from the naive,
optimized, and control outputs (Methods). Figure 7 shows the KS test p-values recorded for each of
the 30 trials along with spike number mean and variance (computed over neurons in the network).
The ISI distribution for O demonstrates the closest fit with that of R as indicated by the high mean
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Initial Configuration DP (N ,R) DP (O,R) DP (C,R)
uniform 2.451± 0.409 0.731± 0.172 2.518± 0.526
gaussian 2.604± 0.446 1.122± 0.352 3.412± 0.595,
sparse 3.333± 0.367 1.489± 0.425 3.820± 0.562
naive-half-max 5.319± 0.486 0.441± 0.219 2.747± 3.645
Table 1: Pairwise distance measures for each of the 4 initial network configurations. Mean and
standard deviation reported for 30 trials. Actual distance measure values are 105 times those reported
above.
Initial Configuration DA(N ,R) DA(O,R) DA(C,R)
uniform 4.604± 1.170 0.923± 0.420 4.723± 1.500
gaussian 5.40± 1.302 1.905± 0.911 7.630± 1.903,
sparse 6.780± 1.186 2.432± 1.156 8.437± 1.884
naive-half-max 14.621± 2.003 0.446± 0.530 5.52± 1.108
Table 2: Aggregate distance measures for each of the 4 initial network configurations. Mean and
standard deviation reported for 30 trials. Actual distance measure values are 107 times those reported
above.
p-value for each of the initial network configurations. KS test p-values from the optimized outputs
O were pKS = .0756± .1206 for uniform, pKS = .0379± .1007 for gaussian, pKS = .00057± .0028 for
sparse, and pKS = .2398± .3217 for naive-half-max. For comparison, KS tests conducted on the naive
outputsN resulted in pKS = .00005±.0001 for uniform, pKS = .0007±.0321 for gaussian, pKS = 0±0
for sparse, and pKS = 0 ± 0 for naive-half-max. For the control outputs C, pKS = .0002 ± .0009 for
uniform, pKS = .0009 ± .0042 for gaussian, pKS = 0 ± 0 for sparse, and pKS = .00003 ± .0002
for naive-half-max. The mean pKS values are highest for the ISI distribution of the optimized net-
work demonstrating best average agreement between the reference ISI distribution and that of the
optimized network. This indicates that the PSPM algorithm also improves agreement between ISI
distributions of the reference and optimized network. However, the large standard deviations in pKS
for each network and initial configuration indicates a large trial to trial variability. Learning the ISI
distribution appears sensitive to the initial weights of the naive and reference networks in each trial.
In addition, spike number mean and variance show sensitivity for the initial network conditions
(Figure 7). Mean spike numbers were calculated for a collection of spike trains S = [s1(t), s2(t)..., si(t), ..., sN(t)] ∈
{0, 1}T×N by first counting the number of spikes in each individual spike train si(t) and then taking
an average over neurons i. Variance was similarly calculated over the spike numbers in each individ-
ual neuron’s spike train. While the mean spike number varies sporadically throughout optimization,
spike number variance tends to increase with application of PSPM. Interestingly, the gaussian and
sparse networks show a larger spike number variance for the optimized outputs O than for the control
outputs C, indicating that for these distributions, network-wide homeostatic adjustments do not con-
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Initial Configuration
∑
ij
(Nij −Rij)2
∑
ij
(Oij −Rij)2
∑
ij
(Cij −Rij)2
uniform .0643± .0224 .0955± .1524 .0618± .0051
gaussian .0326± .0001 .0559± .0027 .0434± .0009,
sparse .1799± .006 .1916± .0034 .1813± .0007
naive-half-max .0599± .0003 .0593± .0017 .0506± .0002
Table 3: Weight Matrix Differences for each initial network configuration. Mean and standard
deviation reported for 30 trials.
siderably influence the spike number variance but the targeted spike-matching weight adjustments
due to PSPM increase spike number variance.
PSPM does not induce agreement between weight matrices, Possible I/O Degeneracy
With the PSPM algorithm’s demonstrated success in reducing spike train distance measures and
improving goodness of fit of ISI distributions, a plausible expectation may be that the algorithm
improves similarity between the reference and optimized weight matrices R,O ∈ RN×N but an
analysis of the resulting weight matrices shows that this is not the case. Summed squared differences
were calculated between the elements of naive N , optimized O, and control C weight matrices and
the reference weight matrix R. These errors are shown in Table 3 averaged over 30 trials for each
of the initial network configurations. The difference between the optimized weight matrices O and
the naive weight matrices R is consistently the largest for uniform, gaussian, and sparse and only
shows slight improvement for the naive-half-max condition where the elements of the naive and
reference weight matrices, N and R respectively, are drawn from distinct probability distributions. A
possible explanation for this disagreement between optimized and reference weight matrices despite
improvement in distance measures and ISI statistics is that certain input/output maps (from input
currents to output spike trains) are degenerate with respect to network weights. That is to say
that many possible network weight matrices could accomplish the same input-output mapping. The
degeneracy likely increases as the objective of precise spike timing is relaxed and one simply seeks
improvement in the accuracy of the input-output map. It remains to be seen whether using PSPM to
train a network with a variety of reference input-output observations (with inputs drawn from different
distributions) could eliminate the effect of degeneracy by reducing the set of possible networks that
could accomplish all of the input-output mappings instead of the single observation used in this
study (Discussion).
PSPM used to generate critical behavior in a LIF network.
In the second set of simulations, a probabilistic integrate-and-fire (PIF) networks was generated
with the maximum eigenvalue of the weight matrix tuned to 1 (Methods). The PIF network was
driven with Poisson inputs and the outputs were evaluated with avalanche analysis. LIF networks
were then optimized to reproduce the critical outputs of the PIF, but in a deterministic model net-
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work. The spike trains of this PIF network were simulated and subsequently used as the reference
data for runs of our algorithm. Namely, the 50,000 time steps of the PIF simulation were split into
five sets of 10,000 time steps, each of which was used for a run of the PSPM algorithm. The resulting
output spike trains were concatenated to provide adequate data for critical avalanche analysis. While
the PIF network received external, scaled Poisson inputs (Methods), the LIF network was stimulated
using a Gaussian input current distribution identical to that used in our first set of simulations. Pois-
son inputs were only used for the PIF network on account of its different dynamics. Input currents
in the PIF represent probabilities of firing due to external input, whereas input currents in the LIF
change the membrane potential. Unlike the first set of simulations, the LIF network synapses were
exclusively excitatory, as was the case for the PIF networks described by Karimipanah (Karimipanah
et al., 2017b)
We investigated the avalanche statistics for the critical PIF reference network and compared it
with the avalanche statistics for the naive, optimized, and control LIF network from ten runs of the
algorithm (Figure 8). A necessary condition for criticality is that the probability distributions of the
size and duration of neural avalanches follow power laws, namely that P (S) ∼ S−τ and P (D) ∼ D−α.
In addition to power law distributions, criticality requires a relationship between the size and du-
ration of avalanches < S >∼ D−β, where β = α−1
τ−1 . For a given set of spike trains, one can thus
determine whether the predicted and empirically fit values of β agree. As expected, the critical PIF
network demonstrates the marked agreement between the predicted and fit β values with absolute
difference |βo − βp| = .006 (Figure 8 A). Because the PIF network was already tuned to critical-
ity, this agreement is unsurprising. In contrast, the naive LIF networks with weights drawn from
a uniform distribution on [0, 1 × 10−3] had fewer avalanches and the avalanches that were observed
failed to follow a power law with size or duration as shown in (B). After running our algorithm,
the concatenated output spike trains of the optimized and control LIF networks were also subjected
to avalanche analysis. Of the three LIF networks, the optimized network demonstrated the best
agreement between its predicted and observed values of β with absolute difference |βo − βp| = .064
as is evident in Figure 8 (C). This indicates that the weight alterations made during the application
of PSPM successfully induced critical activity in the optimized LIF network. Interestingly, however,
the control condition, shown in Figure 8 (D) exhibits decent agreement between the predicted and
observed β values with |βo−βp| = .128. This surprising agreement is of potential theoretical interest,
as it could indicate that non-targeted alterations to the weight matrix of a sort similar to that of
biological synaptic scaling are sufficient to induce criticality, providing a potential explanation of the
emergence of criticality in biological neural networks which should be explored in future work.
Discussion:
In our attempt to optimize a spiking neural network (without limits being placed on the spike
counts or network structure) to match desired spiking behavior under comparable external stimulus
conditions, we successfully reproduced statistical features of biological neural networks, including
spike train distance measures and ISI distributions. Further, our successful induction of criticality
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into a LIF neuron network demonstrates the possibility of critical behavior emerging in a purely
deterministic, biologically plausible system through simple synaptic scaling procedures.
While past work (Bohte et al., 2002) (Gutig and Sompolinsky, 2006)-(Schrauwen and Campen-
hout, 2006) has developed numerous approximations of solutions to the exact spike matching problem,
each was restricted either in allowable spike number, neuron count, or network structure. PSPM, by
contrast, removes the requirement of exactly matching spike timings. This relaxation of the problem
allowed us to generate artificial SNNs whose spiking behavior matches the statistical features of a de-
sired set of spike trains. Other learning rules have successfully reproduced spike trains by modifying
the weight matrix of a LIF network by comparing VR signals directly (Gardner and Grüning, 2016).
Instead of making weight updates based on a convolved van-Rossum distance, PSPM compares bi-
nary spike trains directly with a dynamic program. Only after we have trained the network do we
quantify statistical matching via a van-Rossum like distance (van Rossum, 2001), agreement. Our
measure also improved inter-spike-interval distributions and generated near-critical behavior when
trained on PIF outputs. The most immediate application of PSPM is to produce generative models
of network activity within the cortex. However, future work may also extend the algorithm’s use to
applications with artificial neural networks and machine learning.
The largest limitation of the present work is that each of our networks received only a single
input-output observation and were trained to generate optimized outputs O as similar as possible
to reference outputs R when exposed to identical inputs. Drawing an analogy to computer vision,
our procedure in this work was like testing a supervised learning algorithm by presenting a neural
network a single image and its corresponding label. While this can lead to potential over-fitting,
it also provides less information about the structure of the reference network and its input-output
mapping (Abu-Mostafa et al., 2012). Further work could elucidate the performance of PSPM when
a network is trained on input data drawn from a variety of distributions. One of our secondary goals
was to infer the weight matrix of an artificial neural network given its external inputs and output
spike trains. This proved more challenging than anticipated, as numerous (if not potentially infinite)
networks may produce spike trains with the same statistical features. Given this degeneracy (Caudill
et al., 2009), our algorithm was unable to faithfully replicate the weight matrix of a reference network.
By incorporating data sets with a variety of inputs into training, better agreement between resulting
weight matrices may be possible.
Further approximations and modifications of this model generation problem could be developed
to suit the demands of various theoretical problems in neuroscience and machine learning. Exam-
ples of such problems include: (i) Predicting and modeling the neural correlates of a given external
stimulus. (ii) Maximizing the efficiency of recurrent spiking networks, particularly in the form of
neuromorphic hardware where there is a desire to achieve more processing power per spike (Nahmias
et al., 2013). (iii) Mapping mathematical functions (i.e. generalized input-output relationships) onto
recurrent spiking neural networks for problems in machine learning and artificial intelligence.
In addition, future efforts may produce heuristics better suited to the above problems. Given
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the problem’s resistance to approximation algorithms, heuristics are the most viable direction for
future approaches. In addition, problems related to features of the network structure itself may be of
interest, including the development of algorithms for replicating statistical properties of a reference
network given only the inputs and spiking output of that network. Such features include in-degree
and out-degree distributions, clustering coefficients, and the size distribution and number of cliques
present in the network.
A further useful comparison is that of our algorithm’s generative models and those of the various
types of restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs). In comparison to traditional RBMs which require
the network be organized into distinct layers, our network places no restrictions on the structure
of the network, allowing full recurrence. In addition, even modern RBMs such as Sutskever et al’s
recurrent temporal restricted Boltzmann machine use stochastic neurons which are not intended to
be biologically plausible. By contrast, our algorithm works with the substantially more realistic LIF
neuron. While both RBMs and our pre-synaptic pool modified (PSPM) networks successfully cap-
ture a statistical transformation from input distribution to output distribution, we offer improved
correspondence with biological neural networks, and thus provide a better model of such networks’
behavior.
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Figure 1: Learning Paradigm (A) Three networks are initialized: the reference network, a naive
network and its copy. In addition, a set of input currents is generated and will be used throughout
the trial. When simulated, the reference network produces goal spike trains R that the learning rule
aims to reproduce in the optimized network. A naive network and its identical copy are created
with weights distinct from the reference. (B) The reference and naive networks are simulated with
the same input currents to generate outputs R and N and the PSPM learning rules are followed to
change the weights of the naive network, henceforth denoted as the pre-optimized network (middle
column). For every change in the pre-optimized network, there is an identical change in the copy,
except the change is made at a random synapse. (C) This process is repeated for the specified
number of epochs (150) of the algorithm. (D) Upon completion, the network in the middle column
is considered optimized, the reference (left column) is unchanged and the remaining network (right
column) is considered the control.
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Figure 2: Pre-synaptic Pool Modification (PSPM) Learning Rules. (A) Spike trains for the ith neuron
from the reference outputs ri(t) and the naïve network outputs ni(t) before weight alteration. The
jth neuron’s spike train is also shown for the naïve net nj(t). The red arrow identifies a spike in
the reference output which is initially unpaired. (B) Because the jth neuron of the naïve network
experiences a spike at a time shortly before the unpaired spike in the reference spike train, the synaptic
weight from j to i is increased (blue arrow), ideally resulting in a new spike in the ith neuron’s spike
train. In the next simulation round, this new spike matches with the formerly unpaired reference
spike, as indicated by the purple arrow. Networks receive this treatment for every spike that remains
unpaired after application of the dynamic program (Methods).
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Figure 3: PSPM improves qualitative agreement in output spike trains. (A) The outputs R the
reference network for a representative trial when stimulated with Gaussian input currents. Neuron
ID is plotted on the y-axis, while time is plotted on the x-axis. These spike trains serve as the
goal output firing activity throughout the application of the algorithm. (B) The outputs N of a
naïve network simulated with identical inputs as the reference network used in (A). Note that the
dissimilarity in outputs between (A) and (B) is due entirely to differences in the weight matrices of
the reference and naive networks. (C) After optimization of the weight matrix, the network’s firing
activity O is qualitatively similar to that of the reference network. (D) The spiking C of the control
network also differs from the reference. The weights of the control network are changed each time
the algorithm would have made a change to a specific weight in the optimized network, but at a
different random synapse instead. Thus, the disparity in performance between the optimized and
control networks is due to PSPM’s neuron-by-neuron precise weight adjustments.
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Figure 4: PSPM improves qualitative agreement between output activity signals and reference activ-
ity signals (Methods). Subplots (A)-(D) show single neuron activity signals of network outputs for
a representative trial. In particular, these are the activity signals for neuron 1 in this trial. If r1(t),
n1(t), o1(t), c1(t) represent the spike trains of the first neuron in the reference, naive, optimized, and
control networks respectively then the activity signals a(r1(t), t), a(n1(t), t), a(o1(t), t), a(c1(t), t) are
plotted in (A), (B), (C), and (D) respectively (Methods). Transitioning from the naive state to
the optimized state there is clear improvement in the agreement with the reference spike trains total
activity signal a(r1(t), t). Similarly, the post-optimization signal a(o1(t), t) exhibits greater agree-
ment with the reference signal a(r1(t), t) than does the control total activity signal A(C, t) with the
reference signal. The fact that (A) and (C) show closest agreement indicates successful learning due
to PSPM. Total activity signals are plotted in (E)-(H). If the total activity signals for the reference
spike trains R, naive spike trains N , optimized spike trains O, and control spike trains C are rep-
resented by A(R, t), A(N , t), A(O, t), A(C, t), then these are respectively plotted under labels (E),
(F), (C), and (D) (Methods). Again, the optimized total activity signal most closely matches the
reference, demonstrating successful learning. Indeed for this trial the aggregate distance measures
were DA(R,N ) = 3.24× 105, DA(R,O) = 7.17× 104, and DA(R, C) = 2.83× 105.
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Figure 5: PSPM decreases distance measures for all initial network configurations. (A) Pairwise
distance measures DP from 30 trials for reference outputs produced from a network with 20% inhi-
bition and weight matrix magnitudes that were drawn from a uniform distribution on [0, 5 × 10−3]
(Methods). Distances are shown for the naive (N), optimized (O), and control (C) network outputs,
respectively. (B) Aggregate distance measures DA from the same 30 trials (Methods). (C)-(D)
Distance measures for a reference weight distribution with magnitudes drawn from a Gaussian dis-
tribution (µ = 0.0004, σ = 0.0004). (E)-(F) Distance measures for a reference weight distribution
with 50% sparsity and magnitudes drawn from a uniform distribution on [0, 5 × 10−3]. (G)-(H)
Distance measures for reference outputs produced from a network with 20% inhibition and weight
matrix magnitudes that were drawn from a uniform distribution on [0, 5 × 10−3] but naive network
weight magnitudes drawn from a uniform distribution on [0, 2.5×10−3] (Methods). Note that in each
of these figures the optimized distances are consistently smaller than those of the naive or control,
indicating successful learning due to PSPM prescribed weight changes.
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Figure 6: PSPM Learning improves agreement of inter-spike interval (ISI) distributions. (A) The
network-wide ISI distribution for the reference network most closely resembles the ISI of the optimized
network (C) for this trial. The naive (B) and control (D) network ISI distributions both differ
qualitatively from the reference ISI distribution. Thus the synapse specific changes called for by
PSPM produces an ISI distribution similar to the reference.
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Figure 7: Improvement in ISI goodness of fit and basic spike statistics dependent on initial network
configuration. (A) Kolmogorov-Smirnov p-values and basic spike statistics for uniform initial ref-
erence and naive networks (Methods). The plots are organized left to right by reference (R), naive
(N), optimized (O), and finally control (C) value. The ISI goodness of fit is highest for the opti-
mized network, indicating similarity in the reference and optimized inter-spike interval distributions.
Means and variances of spike number are computed by recording the number of spikes in each neu-
ron’s spike train and taking averages and variances over neurons. While the mean spike number is
roughly unchanged through optimization (from naive to optimized), the variance in spike number
diverges from the reference value. (B) For the gaussian initial network configuration, ISI goodness
of fit does not improve with optimization nor do the basic spike statistics. (C) For the sparse initial
network configuration, PSPM improves network performance for both ISI goodness of fit and mean
spike number but not for variance. (D) The naive-half-max initial configuration enjoys benefits in
ISI goodness of fit and mean spike number but shows spike number variance again increasing with
application of PSPM.
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Figure 8: PSPM used to generate a LIF network operating near criticality. (A) Scaling relations
for the avalanches of the PIF outputs. The size (left) and duration (middle) distributions of the
avalanches present in the PIF outputs (Methods). Data is presented in log-log plots so that the
empirically fit power laws are clear. The critical exponents for the size τ = 1.242 and duration
α = 1.327 are fit through regression and used to predict a theoretical value for the scaling constant
βp = 1.351 between average avalanche size < S > and duration D. An observed value βo = 1.351
is obtained through regression on the avalanche data. The predicted and observed values for the
critical exponent β, a measure of the criticality of a system, agree reasonably well with a difference
of |βo−βp| = .006, indicating that the spike trains exhibit criticality. This is unsurprising given that
the PIF’s weight matrix had its maximum eigenvalue tuned to 1 (Methods). (B) The outputs of
a naïve network with uniform initial network characteristics failed to exhibit criticality, with both
size and duration distributions deviating significantly from power laws. (C) After optimization, the
size and duration distributions follow power laws with impressive agreement between predicted and
actual critical exponents |βo − βp| = .064. (D) The control condition, however, also demonstrates
a reasonable approximation of criticality albeit with larger disagreement between predicted and fit
β: |βo − βp| = .128. This suggests that synaptic scaling without neuron-by-neuron precision weight
changes may be sufficient to generate criticality in an LIF network.
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